
Our company is looking for a hotel sales coordinator. Please review the list of
responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will consider
candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have sufficient
experience and talent.

Responsibilities for hotel sales coordinator

Manage incoming calls and assist where appropriate and receive visitors
appropriately
Arrange conference calls, scheduling meetings and meal appointments
Maintain positive working relationships and partnerships with clients by
understanding their expectations and anticipating their needs
Provide refined luxury service in order to create lasting and favorable
memories
Prepare and edit internal/external correspondence, communications,
presentations and other documents
Maintain and support calendars for multiple leaders that are rapidly changing,
ensuring that leadership and supporting team members have all relevant
materials and information for each meeting, and appropriate time is built in
for preparation and travel
File, retrieve documents, gather reference materials, conduct research, and
collect data to prepare reports and documents as necessary
Receive incoming calls and assist where appropriate, evaluate the nature of
calls and forward to appropriate departments
Complete departmental ordering and oversee inventory of office supplies
and special purchases
Complete other projects, such as completing RFPs for corporate negotiated
accounts, as assigned

Example of Hotel Sales Coordinator Job Description
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To work supervised by DOSM and ADOS, prioritising tasks and management
of workload under own initiative
Direct communication with all members of the S&M team, Events,
Reservations, Revenue & internal department heads
Deal with telephone enquiries promptly and accurately recording messages
for the DOSM and the Sales Managers
To complete all correspondence to clients in a professional and timely fashion
ensuring that administration falls within corporate identity guidelines
At least 3 years of experience as Sales Coordinator I or comparable Hotel
Ops experience
Must have 2+ years sales experience in event technology (audio visual) or a
related industry


